St Mary Church
Clophill
Investigation Report 28/06/07
LPS Paranormal Investigator: Andrew Fazekas
Date and Time of Investigation: Thursday 28/06/07 at 10am to 12
Equipment used: Camcorder, Digital camera, Digital recorder, EMF Meter.
Weather: Sunny
Investigation began just after 10am using just the camera and digital recorder I
investigated the tombstones first as my primary aim was to find my direct ancestors
who are buried there. Unfortunately I found none as some tombstones are completely
covered by undergrowth and others are weather worn and unreadable. During my
investigation of the tombstones next to the church itself I felt that I was being
followed and watched for a short time before this feeling left me.
Once I had finished my investigation of all the tombstones in the area. I then
investigated the church building itself by setting up the digital recorder on a wall and
using both an EMF meter and a camcorder. During this period I experienced a slight
dizzy spell which lasted until I left the area.
One of the photographs taken at the entrance to the area showed a blue orb at the base
of the tower of the church. I investigated this area and found nothing visible that
could have produced it. The sound recordings made only had my voice and aircraft
flying overhead on them and nothing paranormal.
Summary
Although my primary mission was to find my distant family members this was too
good an opportunity not to also complete a paranormal investigation. However on
this occasion I made the point of explaining to any spirits present why I was there and
calling out the names of those spirits I was trying to contact. This may explain why I
felt as if a spirit was behind me and observing my actions for a short period of time
afterwards.
I would also state that although this was my first visit in daytime hours as I normally
visit at midnight. I felt no threat to myself from anything that may have been present
and a strong feeling of well being. Even when I stood inside the church surrounded
by satanic writing on the walls and chose to recite from the Lords Prayer while using
recording equipment in case of any EVP.
Locals did inform me that “Devil worshippers and other forms of witchcraft had been
taking place there up until five years ago”. I was also a bit miffed to discover that the
people who had been digging up bodies during the 1960’s and 1970’s for occult
purposes may well have been digging up my family members. Lastly my dizzy spell
may have been caused by my anxiety about visiting a supposedly well known haunted
location.
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